NEWDOGE
An Introductory to the Deflationary, Decentralized,
Community Owned Future of Currency (5/11/2021)

I. Introduction

The world is transforming at an accelerating pace. A little over a decade ago, the world
was introduced to the first decentralized currency ever created, Bitcoin. Satoshi
Nakamoto showed the world the revolutionary idea of the blockchain and in doing so,
sparked the fuse that is and will continue to upend traditional finance as we have known
it.

The mission statement of NEWDOGE is to continue and provide the world with a means
of exchange that can be sent instantly to anybody with no regard for borders and with
negligible fees. By utilizing this technology in tandem with the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC), NEWDOGE provides users with the ability to send remittances back home,
create micro-payment streams, transact with online commerce, or as a general
substitute for fiat, all with a deflationary currency that becomes more scarce over time
as no more new tokens will ever be minted.

The world is not a solitary entity. Many nations have varying levels of confidence in the
fiat currency they are forced to use. For those who wish to make their own choice and
break out of the fiat bondage we were all born into NEWDOGE provides an alternative.

II. Transactions and Tokenomics

Token Name: NEWDOGE

Token symbol: NEWDOGE

Token Blockchain: BEP-20

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000

Scheduled Burn Total: 500,000,000,000,000

Operating via the Binance Smart Chain, NEWDOGE is transmittable to anyone,
anywhere they are connected to the internet making it a suitable method of payment
globally. With the relatively low transaction fees available on the BSC users can
exchange value with one another in confidence.

Our tokenomics are very simple. There is no automated liquidity going to a dead pool or
transaction tax for selling which dilutes your earnings when you sell. There is a fully
transparent 25 year scheduled burn of 50% of the total supply and the remaining 50% of
supply was released to the world to begin using. Through this scheduled burn the
scarcity will increase over time along with the value of all remaining tokens.

III. Initial-Liquidity and Community Growth Plans

Initial-Liquidity Locked:
https://team.finance/view-coin/0x94618ffb2153D4A52CE1e8D00e72de676576BD6a?name=NEWDOGE&symbol=NE
WDOGE

The Initial-Liquidity for NEWDOGE is locked for a total period of 2.5 years.
By scheduling it in this way, we did not need to create a Developer or
Marketing wallet from the initial supply, allowing us to give all of the tokens
to the community launch in the most fair way possible. Through our
scheduled initial-liquidity draw down we will fund continued efforts in
marketing and community growth while providing an opportunity for
NEWDOGE holders to take over increasing percentages of the existing
liquidity and profit from the transaction fees as a community. By securing
these liquidity-pair (LP) tokens, community members are enabled to share
in the market share of NEWDOGE. Simply provide additional liquidity by
pairing your NEWDOGE tokens with BNB on PancakeSwap today and let
your investment earn for you.

IV. Burn Schedule

Our website displays the burn schedule in detail. By curating a carefully
designed and scheduled burn program, 50% of the total supply will be
permanently burned over a period of 25 years with the structure being as
follows:
● 0.1% monthly burn on the 1st of every month.
● 1% annual burn taking place on 4/20.

V. Links and Verifications

Website: https://www.newdoge.com

BSC Scan:

https://bscscan.com/token/0x94618ffb2153d4a52ce1e8d00e72de676576bd6a

Verified Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0x94618ffb2153d4a52ce1e8d00e72de676576bd6a

Liquidity Locked:
https://team.finance/view-coin/0x94618ffb2153D4A52CE1e8D00e72de676576BD6a?name=NEWDOGE&symbol=NE
WDOGE

Donation Wallet: 0xC4f0E81379D9d67240d41305eD904c816907E93A

